
“I wandered through the rounds if countless births, 
Seeking but not finding the builder  (self) of this house. (mind &body) 
Sorrowful indeed is birth again and again. 
Oh, house builder! You have now been seen. 
You shall build the house no longer. 
All your rafters (klesha) have been broken, 
Your ridgepole (ignorance) shattered. 
My mind has attained to unconditioned freedom. 
Achieved is the end of craving.” 

‘Where there is a notion of a self, there is also a notion of other.  And from this 
dichotomy of self and other arises attachment and aversion.  And from the interaction of 
self and other, all faults arise.’ From ‘The Treatise on Valid Sources of Knowledge’ 

The root of all unhappiness is ignorance, and that ignorance itself consists of false views 
about the self’   7th century scholar Dharmakirti 

‘Whatever injury exists in the world and whatever suffering is found there all ensue from 
the belief in a self.  Since this is so why do we harbor or cherish that harmdoer such as 
the ego?  Just as one will never get free from the pain of burning as long as one doesn’t 
through away the flame, so one will never be free from suffering as long as one clings to 
the belief in self.  Shantideva from the ‘Bodhisattva;’s Way of Life, 7th cent. 

“The practice of meditation is to see the transparency of this shield [of the five  skandhas].  
But we cannot immediately start with the basic ignorance itself [first skandha]; that 
would be like trying to push a wall down all at once.  If we want to take this wall down, 
we must take it down brick by brick; we start with immediately available material, a 
stepping stone.  So the practice of meditation starts with the emotions and thoughts.” 
 Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche 

 

“In order to purify the clinging to the five skandhas as the self  

We have to develop a firm conviction that they are not the self. 

This is because the skandhas each individually are not the self 

And also the whole collection of skandhas is not the self. 

With this conviction we have to meditate.”   Thrangu Rinpoche 

Fundamentally, all of our suffering, pain, and confusion arise from this basic 
misconception of self. This basic misunderstanding is inseparable from our basic fear. 
This fundamental clinging onto self, this fundamental view of egocentricity, is itself a 
fear, and it becomes the cause of grosser fears, coarser fears, more obvious fears.  

       Dzogchen Ponlop Rinpoche 


